When technology enables progress,
ESET is here to protect it
We are a global digital security company, protecting
millions of customers and thousands of companies worldwide.

Largest EU-Based
Cybersecurity Vendor

30 years protecting companies,
nation states and individuals
from cyber attacks

Help protect over 2.5 Billion Google
Chrome users through Chrome Clean-up
and Google Play security collaboration

110+ million
users worldwide

Work closely with all the major military,
intelligence and law-enforcement agencies
in the NATO and EU aligned countries

We go beyond protecting technology

As we are a cybersecurity company, our values come naturally

Courage

Integrity

Reliability

Passion

Privately owned, ESET is still run by the same engineers who started the company three decades ago.
Maintaining our independence allows us to focus on our primary goal – protecting customers and
businesses towards a better future.

When technology enables progress,
ESET is here to protect it
We are a global digital security company, protecting
millions of customers and thousands of companies worldwide.

As we are a cybersecurity company,
our values come naturally:
Courage

Largest EU-Based
Cybersecurity Vendor

We don’t take the easy way. We
constantly push boundaries and are
determined to make a difference
Integrity
We encourage honesty and fairness in
everything we do. We have an ethical
approach to business
Reliability
People need to know they can count
on us. We work hard to live up to our
promises, and to build trust and rapport

30 years protecting companies,
nation states and individuals
from cyber attacks

Help protect over 2.5 Billion
Google Chrome users through
Chrome Clean-up and Google
Play security collaboration

Passion
We’re passionate, driven and determined
to make a difference. We believe in
ourselves and what we do

Privately owned, ESET is still run by the same
engineers who started the company three decades
ago. Maintaining our independence allows us to
focus on our primary goal – protecting customers
and businesses towards a better future.

110+ million
users worldwide

Work closely with all the major
military, intelligence and lawenforcement agencies in the
NATO and EU aligned countries

We go beyond protecting technology

When technology enables progress,
ESET is here to protect it
We are a global digital security company, protecting
millions of customers and thousands of companies worldwide.
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Work closely with all
the major military,
intelligence and lawenforcement agencies
in the NATO and EU
aligned countries
30 years protecting companies,
nation states and individuals
from cyber attacks

We go beyond protecting technology

As we are a cybersecurity company, our values come naturally:
integrity, reliability, passion and courage.
Privately owned, ESET is still run by the same engineers who started the company
three decades ago. Maintaining our independence allows us to focus on our primary goal –
protecting customers and businesses towards a better future.

